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Presentation Notes
Astrid is currently a PhD student at Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), Faculty of Architecture and Design, In addition, she is a senior advisor at SINTEFWorking with integrated mobility planning, urban freight transport and city logistics solutions.She was the project leader for the national R&D project Green Urban Distribution in Oslo, which contributed knowledge about stakeholders and measures adjusted to the local context in Oslo.  A great value for creating solutions for urban freight due to the careless city center project in the Oslo.The paper was first presented at TRB 2015.How to Create a Freight Research Community that Learns from Failure?In the case study speed round, learn what leading freight research teams learned from their project’s failure to reach goals; andDiscuss and recommend guiding principles to change our culture to more openly discuss failure and improve practice-wide learning.



Green Urban Distribution in Oslo

• The project was carried out in collaboration with central 
businesses, government and research institutions.

• The  focus of the project was to define solutions that were 
economically viable and energy sufficient, while matching the 
specific needs and prerequisites of Oslo.

• Consensus among stakeholders to establish a UCC trial.
• The process of establishing UCC as a demonstration measure 

within the set time frame was stopped without success. 
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Project owner 
Oslo municipality, (2012-14) 
Grants, the Regional Research Fund.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To do something with this situation, the Green Urban Distribution research project was given grants from the Regional Research Fund, with Oslo municipality as project owner. The project is carried out in collaboration with central businesses, government and research institutions.Stakeholders had conflicting views on which measures that would lead to positive consequences for themselves or for society.Experience of the implementation project, not the running of a UCC



UCC do respond to several political aims

• Reduced emissions from last-mile transport.
• Alleviate problems of congestion, parking and maneuvering.
• Better road safety in inner city streets.
• Contribute to more attractive city centers for people and 

businesses.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The idea of a center where part loads of goods can be brought in and consolidated for more effective last-mile distribution is not new. It has been tried out in many cities, both in Europe and elsewhere. It is attractive because UCC may respond to many political aims, such as reduced emissions, reduced congestion, better road safety and more attractive city centers. These are improvements that we all want.Despite these possibilities, a UCC is far from straightforward to implement.



Highlights from the implementation process

• The study identifies key barriers to implementation of urban 
consolidation center.

• Barriers are evaluated by time, significance, appropriate 
actor and action.

• Barriers are primarily related to financial concerns and 
stakeholder acceptability.

• The study calls attention to the importance of institutional, 
administrative and political issues for implementation and 
success of freight policy measures. 
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Financial and practical

Lack of a business model for how 
costs would be financed and by 
whom, and who that would 
benefit:

• The City of Oslo not willing to 
subsidize operating costs

• No carrier motivated to operate 
without volume guarantees

Social and cultural

Carriers and end-receivers not 
motivated to change a distribution 
system they have invested in:

• Present situation OK
• Expecting increased costs, 

delivery time, reduced security 
• Not perceived as "fair" that 

private actors should suffer for 
contributing to a living city
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Identified barriers 1/2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I'll go through the barriers that were identified in the analysis.Regarding financial barriers, it was clear that the lack of a business model was a severe drawback. Establishing a UCC entails noth investments and operational costs, and it was not clear before-hand who should take these costs and how they could be covered. The City of Oslo had learned from findings in the Netherlands that subsidizing operating costs would not be sustainable in the long term. Therefore, they would only facilitate establishment of such a center, but someone else had to take the operating costs. And as the carrier business is characterized by tight competition and small profit margins, no carrier was prepared to take the risk to operate this center without volume guarantees. In order to have volumes, you need to have customers. Therefore, acceptability among stakeholders is a very important factor. The acceptability of a UCC in Oslo was quite low among stakeholders. Carriers and end-receivers found that they had a freight distribution system that worked well enough, and were not very motivated for change. They also expected negative consequences like increased costs, increased delivery time and reduced security for the goods. Additionally, it was perceived unfair that private actors should suffer when they were contributing to an attractive city center that we all want.



Institutional

Many public bodies involved in the 
process within the city administration 
and the police:
• All bodies have their own priorities.
• The City procurement office would 

not allow deliveries of goods to City 
offices to pass through a UCC.

• The Police used several months to 
process an application of sign 
regulations where the UCC would 
be placed.

Legal

Procurement regulations
Road sign regulations
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Identified barriers 2/2
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Establishing a UCC is a complex task which requires involvement of several public bodies. All bodies have their particular responsibilities, priorities and objectives, and although they may be sympathetic to the aim of reducing emissions, only the Agency of Urban Environment has a specific focus on solutions for sustainable transport.In order to establish the UCC, it was necessary to reach a certain volume of goods to pass through the center. Recruiting customers proved to be very demanding, and it was necessary to include goods deliveries to City offices to reach the critical volume. However, the City procurement office would not allow deliveries to City offices to pass through a UCC, because this would violate prevailing contracts with suppliers and carriers, and could therefore not be done at the time.Another barrier was represented by the Police, who due to lack of human resources used several months to process an application of new road sign regulations in the area where the UCC was to be placed.



Issues to be solved before implementation
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• Make the UCC business potential visible to stakeholder 
groups.

• A key partner with drive and commitment to establish and 
operate a UCC must be identified.

• Change the procurement contract for deliveries to the City 
authorities itself.

• Involvement on higher administrative and/or political level.

•And…who should pay for freight externalities?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Financial issues and private stakeholders' acceptability of UCC must be overcome in order to succeed



Learns from Failure'

• Establishing a UCC takes time.
• A solid business model in place before recruiting customers.
• Complex city logistics/supply chain/conflicting interests.

"What some may lose and what all in general may gain"

• Increased knowledge about: 
 The users/stakeholders' needs and requirements.
 "Give and take" for overall improvement.
 Integrated urban mobility planning and the planning processes; 

walk, bike and use of public transport together with urban freight to 
achieve sustainable solutions and to avoid conflict situation. 
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What have we learned from studying what went wrong?The most important lesson is that In the project, we were over-optimistic and thought a demonstration could be established within six months. Now we recognize that before recruiting customers, there needs to be a solid business model in place. A business model has been developed, but it came too late in the process.The study has been very interesting to work with, as it has allowed us to unite perspectives from urban freight with implementation theory from the political sciences and research on acceptability from passenger transport. In this regard, I think the study is pretty unique.We hope that the findings and the framework that is developed can be of interest also to other cities or other researchers.



The city of Oslo 
- towards a carfree city centre

• Integrated mobility planning and land use
• 6 pilots area for increased livability
• Knowledge from GUD, urban freight map
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Contact:
astrid.bjorgen@sintef.no

The vision for Oslo is to make it a smarter, greener, more inclusive and creative city for all citizens – a smart city that innovates with the citizens’ 
interest and well-being at the core.
Updated links:
• https://www.oslo.kommune.no/politikk-og-administrasjon/slik-bygger-vi-oslo/bilfritt-byliv/#gref
• https://www.oslo.kommune.no/english/politics-and-administration/green-oslo/european-green-capital-application/
• https://www.oslo.kommune.no/english/politics-and-administration/green-oslo/plans-and-programmes/
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